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On the Solution Sets of Differential Inclusions 
LECH G~RNIEWICZ 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let cp: [0, u] x R” -+ R” be a multivalued map. We will consider the 
following Cauchy problem for differential inclusions. 
s’(t)Ecp(t, .U(f)L 
s(O) = 0. 
(1) 
In 1976. Lasry and Robert [ 121 proved that the set S(q) of all solutions of 
( I ), where q is a compact, convex valued. upper semicontinuous and boun- 
ded map. is an acyclic and compact set. Later, Himmelberg and Van Vleck 
[9] using an idea given by Yorke [I41 and Hyman’s characterization of 
R,,-sets [IO] proved that under the same assumptions as in [ 121 the set 
S(q) is an R,j-set. Let us note that Himmelberg and Vleck’s result stand a 
natural generalization of famous Aronszajn’s theorem [Z]. We recommend 
[ 1, 336, 8, 131 for some further informations and references about problem 
( 1 1. 
The purpose of this note is to extend results given in [9]. To do it we 
introduce (in Section 5) some classes of multivalued maps denoted by us 
ML, MC, a-ML, and (r-MC, respectively; connections between the above 
classes of maps are illustrated in the following diagram: 
n n 
a-ML c o-MC 
It follows that if cp satisfies the Lasry-Robert assumptions, then cp E a-ML. 
In Section 6, we discuse the topological structure of the set S(q) for cp 
belonging to ML. MC, a-ML, and a-MC, respectively; so, in particular we 
get as a special case results obtained in [3,9, 121. Moreover. from our con- 
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siderations follows that the topological structure of S(cp) depends only on a 
selection property of the map cp. 
2. MULTIVALUED M.\Ps 
Let X, Y be two metric spaces. Assume that for every s E .X’ a nonempty 
subset cp(.u) of Y is given; then cp: X + Y is called a rnultirahd map. ‘4 
multivalued map cp: X-+ Y is called upper semi continuous ( U.S.C. 1, if for 
each open set UC Y the small counter image 
cp,-i(U)= (s-E‘Kfg((.\.)c L:) 
is an open subset of X: cp is called lou*er semi conrinuous (I.s.c. ). if for each 
open set U c Y the counter image 
is an open subset of X. In what follows the symbols cp, $, x are reserved for 
multivalued maps: single-valued maps we will denote byj; g, k.... A (single- 
valued) map f’: X + Y is called a selector of the multivalued map CJI: X + 1 
(written .f~ cp), ifJ’(.\-) E cp(s), for each s E X. 
A nonempty space X is called acjdic. if 
where H= {H”) denote the Tech cohomology functor with integer coef- 
ficients Z. 
A U.S.C. map cp: X-t Y is called ac-.\dic. if the following two conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i ) cp(x) is compact. for each I E .k; 
(ii) cp( X) is acyclic, for each s E X. 
We recommend [ II] or [ 121 for details concerning multivalued maps. 
3. HYMAN’S RESULT 
Recall that a compact, metric space X is called an R,-set (cf. [2, IO] ) 
provided there exists a decreasing sequence {A,,) of compact, metric 
absolute retracts such that 
‘Y = (-) .4 ,, . 
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From the continuity property of the tech cohomology functor we have: 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Zf X is an R,-set, then X is an acyckc space. 
Recall that a metric space X is called contractible, if there exists a 
homotopy h: Xx [0, l] + X such that h(x, 0) =x and h(x, 1) = x0, for each 
x E X; where x,, is a given point in X. It is well known that any contractible 
set is acyclic. 
(3.2) THEOREM (Hyman [lo]). For a compact metric space X the 
following are equitlalent: 
(3.2.1) X is the intersection of CI decreasing sequence of compact con- 
tractible metric spaces, and 
(3.2.2) X is an R,-set. 
Now, we will generalize the notion of contractibility. 
(3.3) DEFINITION. A metric space X is called ac)~clicall~* contractible, if 
there exists an acyclic homotopy x: Xx [0, l] -+ X such that the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(3.3.1) .YEX(.Y,O), for each XEX, 
(3.3.2) .yO E X(X, l), for each s E X and for some S”E .I’. 
Evidently, any contractible space is acyclically contractible. Observe, that 
any acyclic and compact metric space X is acyclically contractible. Indeed, 
then we put X(X, t) = X, for each .V E X and t E [0, I]. 
From III (2.3) in [ 1 l] immediately follows: 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. [f X is an ac~,clicall~, contractible space, then X is 
acyclic. 
4. ARONSZAJN’S RESULT 
First, we will define some classes of (single-valued) maps which are of 
importance in what follows. We let 
) K,= (.YER”: jlxll <ri, 
if r= CG, then we identify K, with R”. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. Let f‘: [0, a] x K,. 4 R” be a single-valued map. We 
will say that f belongs to the class L if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
738 I FC‘H Ci(‘)RNIFWI(-.Z 
(4.1.1) ~r30.v’rE[o.fI].v.\-EK,: 11 /(f..V)~l<X 
(4.12) the map f’( .. .Y) [O. rr] ---t R” is a Lcbesque measurable. l’or 
each .I- E K,., 
(4.1.3) the map f’(r.. ) h’, + R” satisfies the Lipschitz condition. for 
each tE [0, u]. 
(4.2) DEFINITION. We will say that a map]‘: [O. (I] x K,. + R” belongs to 
the class C if it satisfies (4.1. I ) and (4. I .2 ) and moreover the following con- 
dition: 
(4.2.1 ) the map./‘(t. ): ti, + R” is continuous for each .V E ti,. 
We have 
L c c’. (4.3) 
Now. for a map 1’: [O. n] x R” + R” 
Cauchy problem: 
we will consider the following 
.\-‘( t ) =,f’( 1. .v( t ) ), 
(4.4) 
A-( f,, I = .v,,. 
where t,,~ [0, N]. S(,E R” and solutions are understood in the sense of 
almost everywhere t E [O. a] (a.e.. t E [O. rr] ). 
We let 
S( fi f,,. .Y,,) = i .v : [O. (11 4 R”; x is a solution of (4.4 ) i 
The following theorem is well known: 
(4.5) THEOREM. [f’.f’~ L. then jbr ewr~~ t,, E [0, u] umf s0 E R”, the set 
S(J t,,, x,,) is n singleton. 
We recall a generalized version of the Aronszajn result [Z]. 
(4.6) THEOREM. IJ’JE C, then .@r eoerj- rO E [0, a] and x0 E R”, the set 
S(fi t,, so) is an R,-set. 
Let us remark that Aronszajn’s result was formulated for .f‘ to be con- 
tinuous only. For the above formulation see [6] or [13]. 
Now, we are going to prove the upper semi continuous dependence of 
the set S(.f; t,, x0) with respect to the initial values t,, and .Y~. In this order 
we define a multivalued map. 
$ = q(f): [0, a] x R” + C( [0, a]. R”) 
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by putting 
(5( t, s) = S(fl t, x), 
where C( [0, a], R”) is the Banach space of all continuous functions from 
[0, a] into R” with the usual supremum norm. 
We will prove the following: 
(4.7) THEOREM. [f j’~ C, then the rmp cj = cp(f’): [O. a] x R” + 
C( [IO. a], R”) is acyclic. 
Before we prove (4.7) we will formulate some auxiliary facts. 
Let .f: [0, a] x R” + R” be a map in C. For given t,) E [0, u] and .Y” E R” 
we define the following two maps: 
.fr,,..rv F,,,.,,: C([O,a], R”)+C([O, a], R”) 
as follows: 
F,,..,,(.~)(t) = -yo + I ‘.f(T, -y(T)) dT, ftr 
for each t E [0, a] and s E C( [0, a], R”). 
From the above definitions immediately follows: 
(4.8) cj(to, .x0) =f,,t,(O), for each (to, .Y,,)E [0, a] x R”. 
Because F,,., is a compact map we infer: 
(4.9) ,f,O,YO is a proper map, i.e., for each compact A c C( [IO, a], R”) 
the set f,&(A ) is compact. 
Now, by a simple calculation, for each XE C( [0, a], R”). t, t, E [0, a] 
and .yO E R”, we have 
Consequently, from (4.10) we get 
(4.11) .f;,,“(-~)(t) = --%+ ~o.o(.~Nto) +fo.o(-~)(~). 
Proqf of Theorem (4.7). First. let us remark that G(f, X) = S(fi t. X) is. in 
view of (4.6) a compact acyclic set. So it is sufticient to prove that 4 is an 
U.S.C. map. let (to, -ro) E [0, a] x R”. Assume the contrary, that @ is not U.S.C. 
at the point (t,, -uo). Then there is an open neighbourhood U of (t,,, x,) in 
C( [0, a], R”) such that for every open neighbourhood P’ of (to, so) in the 
metric space [0, a] x R” (with the usual product metric) there exists a 
point (I, .f) E V such that @(7, .q) & U. Let b’,, = {(t, x) E [O. a] x R”; 
d( (t, x). (lo, -yo)) < l/n ). for each II= 1, 2,..., where lf denotes the product 
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metric in [0, u] x R”. Then for each Al= 1, 2 ,.... we get a point it,,, s,,)E I,, 
and J’,, E cp( t,,, x,,) such that ,t’,, $ 6. By using (4.8) and (4.1 I ) we obtain: 
and 
0 =L,..,,c J’,,)(f) = -.y,, + ~,,.d ?‘. )(I,, I +.f&d .1’,,)(f) 
.f,“.,“(!‘,,Hf)= --~o+F,,,(?‘,,)(fo)+J;.o(.l.,r)(f). 
It implies the following: 
II f,“.,,,(~,,)(~)ll 6 IIs,, - -yo II + II ~a,(!‘,)(~,,) - F”,,( Y,,Nfo)ll 
= I~+~,,---yg~I + i”f(~.)..,(ri)~T-!~~.fl~.).,.(r))m~~ 
II 111 
6 II -y,, - -ycl II+ I f,, - to I . c.x (camp. (4.1.1)). 
But, lim, s,, = .yo and lim,, t,, = f0 so we deduce that lim, j;,,.,,( j’,,) = 0. Let 
‘4 = Cfi,,.x,C Y,,) 1, th en A is a compact set and, in view of (4.9), the set 
f,i&A ) is compact. Because { J,, , 1 c A we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that lim,, ~1,~ = ~9~: hence ~9~ E @(to. so) c L! but it is a contradic- 
tion to the assumption that )‘n 4 U for each n and the proof is completed. 
~SELECTIONABLE AND g-SELECTIONABLE MULTIVALUED MAPS 
In this section we are going to introduce some classes of multivalued 
maps which are of importance in what follows. Let X be a metric space and 
let E be a normed space. A multi-valued map cp: X+ E is called bounded, 
if there exists a real number t( 30 such that for each .YE X and for each 
y E q(x) we have II J’ II 6 x. 
(5.1 ) DEFINITION. A bounded multivalued map cp: [0, a] x K; -+ R” is 
called L-selectionable, if there exists an L-mapfi [0, a] x K, + R” such that 
fC(P. 
(5.2) Remark. From the famous Michael’s selection theorem we can 
deduce some examples of L-selectionable maps. We will see that many 
other examples of L-selectionable maps are possible. 
We let 
ML = { q : [O, a] x R” + R”; is an L-selectionable map ). 
(5.3) DEFINITION. A bounded multivalued map cp: [0, a] x K, + R” is 
called C-selectionable, if there exists an C-map.f: [0, a] x K, + R” such that 
f‘CP 
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We let 
MC= (cp: [O,a]xR” + R”; is an C-selectionable map}. 
Evidently, we have 
ML c MC. (5.4) 
(5.5) Remark. It is proved in [4] that, if cp: [0, a] x R” + R” is a boun- 
ded, compact, convex valued map which is U.S.C. in t E [0, a] for every 
x E R” and 1.s.c. in x E R” for every t E [0, a], then cp is an C-selectionable 
map. 
(5.6) DEFINITION. A multivalued map cp: [0, a] x K, + R” is called an 
o-ML(a-MC)map, if there exists a sequence (Pi: [0, a] x K, + R” of 
multivalued maps such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(5.6.1) cp,,(t, x)I(p,,+,(t, x), for each n and tE [0, a], XE K,, 
(5.6.2) cp(t, x)= n,, cp,(t, x), for each tE [0, a] and XE K,, 
(5.6.3) (Pi is an L-selectionable (C-selectionable) map, for each n. 
We have 
ML c MC 
n n 
o-ML c o-MC. 
Let us recall the following result proved by Lasry and Robert in [12]. 
(5.7) THEOREM. Zj q : [0, a] x K, -+ R”(r < + x8) is an U.S.C. map with 
compact, convex images, then cp E a-ML. 
It is not difficult to construct the maps in a-ML (a-MC) from maps in 
ML (MC), so we will present some construction of maps in MC (ML). 
(5.8) EXAMPLE. Let A ,,..., -4, be compact, nonempty subsets of R”. 
Let i ,,..., A,:[O,u]xR”-+R be single-valued maps satisfying 
the Caratheodory conditions. We define a multivalued map 
cp: [0, a] x R” + R” by putting 
Let .yi be a point in A,, i= l,..., k. We define a map .f: [0, a] x R” + R” as 
follows: 
.f(t,~~)=~,(t,.~).s, + .” +&(t,.Y).Sk. 
Thenj’is an C-map and evidently,f’c cp. Observe that, if j., ._... ;.i are maps 
satisfying the Lipschitz condition with respect to the second variable and to 
be Lebesque measurable with respect to the first variable then ,f’ is an 
L-map. So we are able to construct C-selectionable (L-selectionable) mul- 
tivalued maps. 
6. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we will discuss the set S(cp) for cp to be a map in ArlL. 
MC, o-ML, and a-iZIC. respectively. To do it we will apply and generalize 
methods presented in [3] and [9]. Let cp: [0, rr] x K, + R” be a mul- 
tivalued map. 
We will consider the following Cauchy problem for differential inclusions 
.L’( I) E cp(f. X( t )). 
x(O) = 0, 
(6.1 ) 
where the solution is understood in the sense of a.e., IE [O. ~1. 
By S(q) we denote the set of all solutions of the problem (6.1 ). 
We will start from the following theorem: 
(6.2) THEOREM. [f’cp E ML, tltrn S(q) is II cotttructihlt~ .wt. 
Proof Let .f‘c cp be an L-map. Then, in view of Theorem (4.5), the set 
S(.f; 0.0) is a singleton and hence a # S(q) 3 SC ji 0,O). Now, we define a 
homotopy h: S(cp) x [0, l] + S(q) by putting 
/2(x, 5) =.I,,,,, 
where J’..,: [0, rr] 4 R” is a map given as follows: 
J,..,(t) = 
x( 1) for 0 6 f d s. u, 
S(.#i w s(sa))(t) for sn d t d (I. 
Evidently, r’,,, E S(q). By using Theorem (4.7) we deduce that h is a con- 
tinuous map. Moreover we have 
/Z(.Y, 0) = S(Ji 0, 0) 
and 
h( .‘c, 1 ) = s; 
so the proof is completed. 
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Note that Theorem (6.2) stands as a modification of Proposition 3 in 
[9] and Theorem 1.3 in [14]. 
(6.3) THEOREM. If cp E MC, then S( cp) is an acyclically contractible set. 
Proof. Let .f~ cp be an C-map. By Therem (4.6) we have that S(f; 0,O) 
is an &-set and hence @ # S( rp) 3 S(.f; 0.0 ). We define a multivalued map 
1: S(q) x [O. I] + S(q) as follows: 
x(.5 s)= (.rE C( [O, l],R”); y(t) = 
i 
x(t), 06t6sa 
z(t), 
-E S(f, sa. s(sa)) 
sa<t<a’ - i 
Then our theorem follows from (4.7) and the proof is completed. 
From (6.3) and the Michael’s selection theorem we get 
(6.4) COROLLARY. If cp: [0, a]~ R” + R” is an I.s.c., convex valued and 
bounded map, then S(q) is an ac:,~clicallv contractible set. 
From (6.3 ) and (5.5 ) a generalization of Theorem 2 in [4] follows. 
(6.5) COROLLARY. !fcp: [0, a]x R” + R” is an U.S.C. map.for eoeryJi.yed 
.Y E R” and it is atz I.s.c. tnap Jbr eoery ,fi.xed t E [0, a] and a hounded map. 
then S(q) is an acJ~clicallJ contractible set. 
(6.6) THEOREM. [f’ cp E o-ML, then S( cp) is an intersection of a decreasing 
sequence of cot~tructihle sets. 
Proof. Let cp,,: [0, N] x R” + R” be a sequence of multivalued maps 
which satisfies (5.6.1 )-(5.6.3 ). Because for each (t. .\-) we have cp( f, x) = 
n,, (~,,(r, s), so S(cp)c n,, S(cp,,). Now, let SE n,, S(cp,,). Let us denote by A,, 
a subset of the Lebesque measure equal to zero of [0, a] such that 
s’(t) E q,,(t, s(t)), for each t $ A,,. Then the set A = u,, A,, has the Lebesque 
measure equal to zero and moreover for each n and for each t $ A we get 
s’( f 1 E cp,,( t, .d t 11, 
hence ?I E S( cp) and the proof is completed. 
From (6.6). (5.7), and (3.2) we are able to deduce (cf. [9]) 
(6.7) COROLLARY( [9, 121). [f’ cp: [0, a] x R” + R” is a u.s.c., conue.y- 
valued and bounded map. then S( 50 ) is an R,-set. 
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Finally, we obtain the following: 
(6.8) THEOREM. [f cp E a-MC, tIlerI S( cp) is an irltersec’tion of’ a 
decreasing sequence qf ac~v*lically contractible sets, in particular it is a11 
acJ*clic set. 
By using Theorem (6.3) the proof of (6.8 ) is strictly analogous to the 
proof of (6.6). 
We recommend [3] and [S] in connections with (6.8). 
(6.9) Remark. Observe. that in (6.2), (6.3), (6.6), and (6.8) we have 
assumed a selection property of cp only (the continuity property and the 
shape of values of cp is not important). 
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